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TENANT DEMAND
MAKES TRANSPORT
A PROJECT PRIORITY
BY SAMANTHA ROWAN
The old real estate adage ‘location, location,
location’ may get a slight modification in the
coming years to ‘location, location, transportation’ as more tenants and other end-users seek
to live and work in properties that are close to
public transportation or bicycle trails.
Mack Real Estate Group has made being
close to public transportation and bike lanes a
priority. This is particularly the case for its 50
North Fifth project in Brooklyn’s Williamsburg
submarket. “Every deal is different and while it
would be wonderful that every project we did
was near the ferry, the subway and bike lanes,
as is our project in Williamsburg, not every city

“WE BUILD FOR THE MILLENNIALS
AND ARE HEAVILY FOCUSED
ON URBAN LOCATIONS NEXT
TO BIKE LANES AND PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION”
RICHARD MACK, MACK REAL
ESTATE GROUP

has that infrastructure and not every site that
is viable will have all of that. We build for the
millennials and are heavily focused on urban
locations next to bike lanes and public
transportation,” said Richard Mack, co-founder
of the company and an avid cyclist.
In Seattle, the firm is working on Velo. Mack
described the project as one that is both named
after a bicycle and is in an area with lots of
bike shops, bike lanes, bike paths and has
good bus service to downtown Seattle and
other parts of the city.
Another project in Los Angeles is less than
two blocks away from the train that goes to
the city centre and a third project planned for
New York is adjacent to a subway stop on the
Lower East Side. “We like to tell people, with
a bit of humour, that one of the things we
look for when we decide to develop is the
preponderance of fixed-gear bicycles. If
people do not get the joke then they are likely
not our target renter,” Mack said.
The light rail line near the company’s Downtown Los Angeles development site goes to USC,
Culver City and the city’s CBD, and soon will expand to Santa Monica. In the CBD, light rail also
connects to the subway for service to Hollywood.
Continued on page 12

STANDALONE
DEAL SEEN FOR
11 MADISON
A single-asset securitisation appears to be in
the cards for a giant mortgage that has been
originated on New York’s 11 Madison Avenue.
An unknown buyer, which is rumoured to
be Tishman Speyer, is reportedly close to
acquiring a 49% stake in the property from
Sapir Organisation.
Bank of America and Morgan Stanley have
agreed to originate a $1.7bn mortgage and
market players are expecting to see about
$1.1bn to 1.2bn of that in a commercial
mortgage-backed securities deal.The
VIQEMRHIVSJXLI½RERGMRKMWGSQTVMWIHSJ
QI^^ERMRIHIFX8LEXWEMHEHIEPMWRSXHI½RMXI
as Sapir is also considering a recapitalisation,
according to the Commercial Mortgage Alert.
The 2.2m sq ft building has an asking price
of $2.2bn up from an appraisal of $1.5bn in
2012.The former Metropolitan Life Tower
TVSZMHIW'PEWW%SJ½GIWTEGIMWGYVVIRXP]
anchored by Credit Suisse and is home to
Eleven Madison Park, one of the country’s
most notable restaurants. Credit Suisse
renewed its lease under a smaller footprint,
and Sony signed a 15-year lease for 23% of the
space.The building is 97% leased.
If the transaction is completed, it could be
good news for a pre-crisis CMBS deal.
An existing $806m mortgage on
the property makes up about
a quarter of the collateral
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THE OLD WAY OF BUYING
AND SELLING REAL ESTATE
IS GOING, GOING, GONE.
Change is coming to real estate. Gone are the layers of
complexity, the back room deals and the inefﬁciency.
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Oregon fund
adviser taps
Procida for
New York metro
Fairway America, a Portland, Oregon-based
fund advisory and investment management
company, has tapped Procida Funding and
Advisors’ 100 Mile Fund for a focus on
the New York metropolitan area. Fairway
America, which recently launched Fairway

America Fund VII, makes investments in
other fund managers.
The 100 Mile Fund originates development
and bridge loans of $3-30m within 100 miles
of Procida’s headquarters in Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey. The fund, which was launched in
2011, aims to set up borrowers to be able to
refinance short-term projects with long-term
conventional debt. This typically takes about
14 months. “What make us different than our
peers is we think like developers and act like
contractors,” Billy Procida, president, added.
As part of the deal, Fairway will handle
Procida’s fund administration going forward.
“Additional back office and administrative
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support that will let us do what we do best:
put money out and earn returns for our investors,” Procida said. The fund has averaged
returns of more than 13% annually since
inception.

CONDO MARKET UPDATE

STRONG DEMAND CARRIES MIAMI’S CONDO MARKET INTO THE WINTER BUYING SEASON
(IWTMXIWMKRM½GERXKVS[XLMRGSRHSMRZIRXSV]MR
XLI1MEQMGSRHSQEVOIXKEQITPE]IVWI\TIGX
XSWIIEWXVSRK[MRXIVFY]MRKWIEWSR[MXL
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XLIPIRHIVW²WEMH%PFIVX0STI^XLI7SYXLIEWX
QEREKMRKTEVXRIVMR&(3´W%WWYVERGI7IVZMGIW
±-RXLIQSHIP]SYWIIRS[F]XLIXMQI]SYKS
XSGSRXVEGXFY]IVWTYXHS[REFSYX SJXLI
TYVGLEWITVMGI²;MXLFY]IVWLIPTMRKEPPSGEXI
GETMXEPFEROWEVITVSZMHMRK SVPIWWMR
GSRWXVYGXMSR½RERGMRKERHTVMZEXIIUYMX]KVSYTW
EVIFIGSQMRKQSVIMRZSPZIHWEMH0STI^
±-RXLIPEWXXLVIIQSRXLXLIVI´WFIIREHIGVIEWI
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Miami’s South Beach
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7XIVRFIVK[LS[SVOWMRXLIYPXVELMKLIRH
WIKQIRXSJXLIQEVOIXERHMWGYVVIRXP][SVOMRK
SRXLI6MX^'EVPXSR6IWMHIRGIWMR1MEQM&IEGL
HIWGVMFIHEHMJJIVIRXFY]IV±&IWMHIWLEZMRKFIXXIV
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(EHI'SYRXV]HIGVIEWIHJVSQ MR3GXSFIV [ERX²
XS MR3GXSFIV2SRIXLIPIWWXLI
%PXLSYKLXLIHIQERHMWGSRWMWXIRXSXLIV
RYQFIVMWHSYFPIXLIREXMSREP ERH SJ
GLEPPIRKIWGLEVEGXIVM^IXLI1MEQMQEVOIXIWTIGMEPP]
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]SY[IVITVMSVXSXLIPEWXGVEWLFIGEYWIXLI]´VI
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SZIVPIZIVEKMRKXLIHIFX²WEMH.EWSR,EPTIVR
ERHX]TMGEPP]]SY´VIHIEPMRK[MXLLMWXSVMGWXVYGXYVIW
JSYRHIVSJ.1,(IZIPSTQIRX
3JXIRXLMWQEOIWMXGLEPPIRKMRKXS½RHEPEVKIWGEPI
8LIFY]IVTVS½PIRSXSRP]MRGPYHIWXLISFZMSYW HIZIPSTQIRX;LEX[I´ZIFIIRWYGGIWWJYP[MXL
]SYRKIV[SVOMRKTVSJIWWMSREPWQSVIMRXIVIWXIH
MWLMWXSVMGEPVIHIZIPSTQIRX²WEMH,EPTIVR±;I´ZI
MRGMX]PMZMRKERHWRS[FMVHWI\TPEMRIH0STI^
LEHEKVIEXEQSYRXSJMRXIVIWX;I´VIKIXXMRKPSERW
±=SYLEZIEPWSLEZIFEF]FSSQIVW[LSEWXLI]
;I´VIFY]MRKKSSHEWWIXWKSSHPSGEXMSRW©FEWMGEPP]
VIXMVIEVIPSSOMRKXSWIPPXLIMVLSQIWERHEVI
XVSTL]EWWIXW[MXLWXVSRKQEVOIXJYRHEQIRXEPW²
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